Cooler Master Celebrates 20 Years of Excellence at COMPUTEX 2012
View the latest from Cooler Master while catching a glimpse of the companyâ€™s past products

Sydney, Australia 29 May 2012 Cooler Master, in celebration of its 20th anniversary, today announces that it will be at Computex 2012 from June 5th
to 9th. During this time, Cooler Master will be showcasing its products in Nangang Exhibition Hall, 1st floor (I0417a). Attendees as this years
Computex will be amongst the first to view the latest from Cooler Master while catching a glimpse of the companys past products.A Brief Glance at the
ShowCM Storm Scout II An all-new update to the original award-winning CM Storm Scout, this case has a steel reinforced rubber carrying handle,
support for up to a 240mm (2 x 120mm) liquid cooling radiator, and removable HDD cages for extra long graphics card support.Elite 120 A
mini-powerhouse, Elite 120 supports a standard-sized optical drive, power supply, and high-end graphics cards within its small enclosure. It includes
an aluminum finish front panel, USB 3.0 port, and support for up to three hard drives.Silent Pro Platinum 80 Plus Platinum certified power supplies
with up to 25% in energy savings over other power supplies. It operates on a single powerful +12V rail and includes dedicated 7V fan ports.TPC 812
The worlds first tower CPU cooler to incorporate Vertical Vapor Chamber Technology. It features two exceptionally efficient Vertical Vapor Chambers
that can dissipate up to 130W each.Eisberg liquid cooling Prefilled closed loop liquid cooling setups with either a single 120mm fan radiator or dual
120mm fan radiator. It features only the highest quality German designs and manufacturing. CM Storm Sonuz It is built to impress the most discerning
set of ears with its high quality 53mm drivers and the microphone arm can be connected on either side.CM Storm Recon Ambidextrous gaming
mouse that features a multi-color mouse wheel for profile selection and the powerful Avago 3090 optical sensor that can deliver 800 to 4000 DPI. DPI,
Liftoff Distance, and USB Polling adjustments can be made on-the-fly. Mobile Accessories Greater focus on Mobile solutions with four finely crafted
aluminum stands, Arc, JAS PRO, L-stand, and Clutch. It includes the E Stand I100 and Ultra Slice Cooling Pad slim notebook coolers for Ultrabook
cooling.See you at COMPUTEX 2012.About Cooler MasterCooler Master was founded to provide the best thermal solutions to our customers
worldwide. Since its establishment two decades ago, we continue to invest in product development in order to provide leading-edge innovations to
people and businesses. Cooler Masters enclosure technology line-up includes heat sinks and fans, chassis, power supplies, function panels and
accessories. Cooler Master has its headquarters in Taipei, Taiwan, with global branch offices located in Europe, America and APAC, so that we can
offer to our customers the best service in time. For more information on Cooler Master, please visit www.coolermaster.com.
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